## PRO MEN

1. Kyle Soderman pro male 10 pts 02:23.71  
2. Deren Perez pro male 11 pts 02:55.65  
3. Sander Odish pro male 10 pts 02:36.89  
4. Justin Michiels pro male 9 pts 03:20.87  
5. Arnold Hernandez pro male 9 pts 04:04.45  
6. Benjamin Udy pro male 8 pts 02:55.94  
7. Chris Bruner pro male 8 pts 03:04.79  
8. Gabriel Hotchkiss pro male 8 pts 03:05.12  
9. Dominic Torres pro male 7 pts 03:58.25  
10. Tylor Schlorf pro male 7 pts 04:02.28  
11. Nelson Thachuk pro male 4 pts 04:42.38  
12. Eric Small male pro 1 pt 03:28.57  

### 40+

1. John Buell 40+ male 5 pts 04:56.92

## AMATEUR MEN

1. Anthony Kenmore amateur male 7 pts 04:32.52  
2. Winsten Day amateur male 5 pts 03:38.80  
3. Anthony McCullough amateur male 4 pts 04:04.36  
4. Jakob Heredia amateur male 4 pts 04:57.74  
5. Nick Lotito amateur male 3 pts 05:00.00  
6. Jose Gomez amateur male 2 pts 05:00.00  
7. Victor Pelayo amateur male 2 pts 05:00.00  
8. Clayton Yantzner amateur male 1 pt 03:38.74  
9. George Nunez amateur male 1 pt 04:58.53

## AMATEUR WOMEN

1. Sonia Odish amateur female 1 pt 05:00.01  
2. Natalie Bruhn amateur female 0 pts 04:01.88  
3. Allison Riddle amateur female 0 pts 04:36.17